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Bradley The daily grind
closes in
on Duke,
poll says

Downtown
parks’ future
threatened
By Dan Kier
Daily stall writer
A community inlormation meeting called by the San Jose City Council
on Wednesday turned into a verbal
tug-of-war as the parks in downtown’s
future came under examination.
Trees and grassy areas along
Paseo de San Antonio will get the ax to
make way for construction tif the proposed Pavilion mall, said Bob Beyer,
deputy city manager.
The meeting was called to get
people involved in future downtown
projects, such as the Guadalupe River
Park project, San Jose Mayor Tom
McEnery said.
McEnery stressed that many difficult decisions about downtown parks
were made by citizens’ groups in 1980
and those "decisions are not going to
be unmade."
After a lengthy speech by a former city official, applause and boos
and hisses were heard from different
parts of the audience.
Wilfred this. SJSU associate professor of biology, said citizens were
left out of the democratic process

LOS ANGELES (API Mayor
Tom Bradley, who badly trailed Gov.
George Deukmejian in polls taken last
spring, has eroded the Republican incumbent’s fall election lead to 9 percent, a Los Angeles Times Poll reported.
The poll indicated Bradley’s gubernatorial campaign is getting support
from senior citizens, independents,
Hispanics and San Francisco Bay Area
voters, many of whom apparently believe Bradley’s attacks on Deukmejian’s record on toxic cleanup.
The latest statewide Times Poll,
directed by I.A. Lewis, ended Tuesday night after six days of telephone
interviews with 1,550 registered voters. It showed Deukmejian leading by
45 percent to 36 percent, with 19 percent having no opinion. The margin of
error is 3 percent in either direction.
The point spread in the poll’s results show a gradual shaving away of
Deukmejian’s lead.
Bradley was 17 points behind in a
Times poll of late March, then moved
within 12 points by May and to within
9 points as of this week, a narrowing
of 8 points in less than four months.
.
However. Bradley would have to
escalate that pace dramatically to catch
Deukmejian by Nov. 4.
Other independent polling organization also have observed the trend toward a closer race.

when earlier decisions were made
about the parks.
"We were not informed about
this decision, and this meeting was
called to tell us about what you have
already decided," Iltis read from a
statement prepared by assistant biology Prof. Steven White. who was
unable to attend the meeting.
The city is too far into the project
for them to stop the Paseo de San Antonio redevelopment, Beyer said.
Ibis said the hoard members reminded him of the captains of the two
Soviet ships that recently sank.
The two captains knew they were
going to collide, Iltis said, but they did
not alter their course and both sunk.
The citizens’ groups represented
at the meeting are on a collision course
with the city council, this said. Neither, it seems, plan to alter their
course, he said.
Plans for the Pavilion mall and
pedestrian walkway, which are to replace Paseo de San Antonio, were
adopted in 1980, and subsequent plans
were approved in 1985 by the city
See TREES, page R

Uniformed cops
in SJSU classes?

The California Poll, directed by
Mervin Field, found that Bradley had
picked up 11 points between early
May and early August, moving from
22 points behind to 11. Polls by Steve
Teichner for KABC-TV in Los Angeles also showed the mayor narrowing the gap by II points, from a 17
point deficit to just 6, between May
and last week.
The big voter bloc is among
Democrats. The poll found 25 percent
of them to be backing the Republican
governor. Bradley was getting just 54
percent of their votes.
It is in the Bay Area, a traditional
Democratic bastion, that Bradley has
recorded some of his most spectacular
gains since May. picking up 27 points
against the governor.
More than most Californians. San
Francisco voters said they are worried
about toxic waste. Among all Californians surveyed, the problem of drugs
was chosen as the most important issue
in the gubernatorial campaign.
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A Hector test? ’that’s what electrical computer
technology junior Tom Brougher is doing. He

pro w
Iai y sta photoorap er
welds two pieces of iron together and then breaks
them apart to test the strength of the fusion.

By Oscar Guerra
Daily staff writer
Imagine a uniformed. armed
SJSU police officer in class getting an
"F" on his midterm.
If you were in the professor’s
shoes, would you be ready to jump
under the desk, or better yet, wear a
bullet-proof vest, just in case?
Lew Schatz, university police
chief, has asked for input from the
Academic Senate on having his officers attend class fully uniformed and
armed.
Schatz said that in case of a crisis,
uniformed officers would be able to respond faster.
If officers attended class in street
clothes, it would take too much time to
go hack to the station and get hack into
uniform. Schatz said.
’Education is one of the facets
that I want my people to proceed in,"
Schatz said.
"Those who don’t have degrees,
I want them to continue in their degree
programs, and go for graduate stud -

es.’ the chic) added
He said he %sould like them to attend class during their regularly scheduled work hours, then make up that
time during the rest of that day.
’The question always arises as to
the (instructor’s) uncomfortableness of
having an armed officer in class. Before that occurs, that officer will contact the instructor and get his permission to attend, and only with the
instructor’s approval,’’ Schatz told the
senate.
Professors expressed mixed feelings on having the officers in class.
"I wouldn’t particularly like
them in my class," said physics Prof.
David Carter. "I would rather not be
near firearms. Something accidental
might happen."
But biology Prof. Ralph C. Ballard, said it "wouldn’t make any difference to me. I might be a little reluctant, but it wouldn’t bother me, as long
as they sit quietly in the hack and are
not too obvious."
See COPS. page

Soda prices pop up to offset costs Foundation bounces back
By Brian Fedrow
Daily staff writer
Spartan Shops raised the price
of vending machine soft drinks by 5
cents over the summer to offset a variety of operational costs, according
to Vending Manager John Carrow.
Carrow said a rate increase by
soft drink supplier Pepsico Inc. last
spring and the anticipation of two
more price hikes later this year by
that company and Coca-Cola Company were the main reason a can of
soda costs 60 cents this semester.
SJSU vending drink prices are
slightly higher than some other Bay
Area campuses.
According to Paul Brenner, a
senior at the University of California
at Berkeley. a vending soda served
there in a small cup with ice costs 45
cents.
Twelve -ounce cans of soda can
also be purchased for the same price
in the drugs and sundries store on
campus.
At the University of California
at Davis. Memorial Union Games
Area manager Jerry Nunes said the
price for a can of soda has risen a
nickel to 55 cents within the past
year.
Closer to home, soda prices
have risen by a dime at West Valley
Junior College in Saratoga. Second year student Mickey Marchello said

AK

SJSU vending drink
prices are slightly
higher than some
other Bay Area
campuses.
the price for a small (fewer ounces
than SJSU ’s 12 -ounce cans) cup of
soda rose to 50 cents, up from 40
cents at the end of last semester.
Carrow said other factors
played a part in the recent price increase. besides the supplier rate
hike. Pay raises to student and fulltime employees of Spartan Shops
raised operational costs significantly.
"We’ve had a tremendous
amount of vandalism to our machines," Carrow said, citing recent
assaults on machines in West Hall,
MacQuarrie Hall and the Student
Union Games Area."
Spartan Shops General Manager Ed 7.ant said vandalism is an
ongoing problem that affects prices.
"Unfortunately, vandals are
part of the business of vending,"
Zant said. "We try to put machines
where they can be seen easily but

high -traffic areas during the day
aren’t necessarily high-traffic areas
at night."
Carrow said Spartan Shops
stocks its soft drink machines, which
are contracted through Coca-Cola
and Pepsico. with between 150 to
2(1) cases of soda a day, five days a
week. He added that a September
heat wave could push that number as
high as 250 cases.
He said the current best sellers
are Coke, Diet Coke, Pepsi and Diet
Pepsi. Carrow also said Spartan
Shops has no current plans to introduce any new soft drinks to their
current line and would instead "concentrate on keeping our machines
working and maintained."
Despite the raise in soda prices.
several Spartan Shops vending prod
ucts have kept the same or dropped
in price. Carrow said a "good deal"
was made with the distributor ol
Ocean Spray cranberry fruit drinks.
so the price was lowered 10 cents
from last semester.
Ice cream prices remain the
same this fall, and cigarette prices
have been at $1.15 for appmximately three years, Carrow said.
Carrow also said that the price
of a soft drink in the Spartan
Bookstore remains at 55 cents since
no labor is required to distribute the
cases around campus.

Alumni group close to meeting 1986 fund drive goal
By Frank Michael Russell
Daily staff writer
The Spartan Foundation, rebounding from its part in
last year’s deficit in men’s athletics, has received pledges
amounting to more than 90 percent of its 1986 fund drive
goal.
The Men’s Athletics Department faced a $250.000
deficit throughout spring semester. Vern Wagner, interim
men’s athletics director, said the final figure was pared to
"closer to $175,000" after program cuts in areas such as
travel budgets.
"We just froze everything," he said.
The deficit led to the three-month suspension of the
wrestling program by President Gail Fullerton. Wrestling,
however, was reinstated after supporters guaranteed raising
the $31 MOO operating budget. Adding to the problem. Lynn
Filefson stepped down as men’s athletics director on April I
for what he described as personal and family considerations.
Along with the department’s new marketing plan and
requests for greater community support, the foundation has
been charged with raising more funds needed to prevent further budget problems.

McDonnell said he expects to meet the 1986 goal with
revenue from a fund-raising event scheduled for Homecoming Oct. 4, before the Spartan football team meets California State University at Fresno.
The fund-raiser, a wine-tasting to be held before kickoff, should net between $50.0(X) and $60,000. he said.
"Without Spartan Foundation support, we probably
wouldn’t be able to exist," Wagner said.
He said the foundation provides support for athletic
scholarships, called grants-in-aid which cannot he funded
by the state, as well as other areas such as travel expenses.
Basketball and football, he said, are the only revenue-raising sports in the program.
Wagner said that with higher levels of support from the
foundation and increased attendance at games, the program
should avoid another deficit.
Student support, he said. is crucial.
"If we can have another crowd of some 20,000 for
Fresno, that would help," he said.
Attendance at Saturday’s University of Oregon game
was more than 23,000. "That was the largest student ticket
sale we’ve ever had," he said.
Fund raising for men’s and women’s athletics Was split
into separate divisions last year, McDonnell said. Both divisions have combined their drive this year, but contributors
can designate the programs that will receive their funds, he
said.

The foundation received $563,000 in pledges during
its 1985 drive, but has not collected all the promised funds,
said Tony McDonnell. Spartan Foundation executive director.
Special events for the women’s program will be han"Fund raising has been going very. very well," he
dled by women’s athletics, he said.
said.
Women’s Athletics Director Mary Zimmerman said
Membership stands at about 1.200 this year compared
to 1,000 last year. The foundation has received $545,000 in details for the program’s relationship with the foundation
have
yet to be worked out.
pledges, he said, with the goal for its 1986 fund drive at
sr,4)0,000.
See FOUNDATION, page 8
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Lab animals deserve protection
Researcher‘, Nill,1:011dUll unsupervised experiments on
laboratory animals should be required to account for then
actions. Too often they are allowed to ignore legal and
moral restrictions with impunity.
One such offender was a doctor at the New York Mu
scum of Natural History, who offered this justification for
the mutilation of hundreds of cats while performing experi
ments on their sex lives: "If anything has distinguished this
museum, it has been its freedom to study whatever it
chooses without regard to its demonstrable practical value
We intend to maintain that tradition."
His declaration shows inordinate pride in the muhut w hen the experimenter is able to divorce himself
seum’s right to conduct experiments, however cruel or
pointless, without the burden of accountability. It speaks completely from the agony he inflicts on the animals, the
volumes about the mind -set of researchers involved in ani- ability to exercise restraint is lost, The cause becomes allmal experimentation.
important, and if scores of animals are maimed or killed it
Such an irresponsible attitude would not be tolerated if isn’t important. There will always be plenty more to take
the subject was the treatment of human beings. Society puts their place,
a premium on the sanctity of human life.
Aside from fragmented opposition by a handful of conSadly, the same standard is not applied to the animals. cemed citizens and local humane societies, these zealots
Researchers such as the one quoted above know there is no have encountered few barriers in the pursuit of their goals,
shortage of homeless animals available for experimentation. Legislation on behalf of animal rights has been slow in comand there never will be. With a ready supply of subjects at ing and painfully difficult to get passed,
hand, the experimenter loses all sense of perspective.
Governmental intervention on behalf of animal rights
The argument here is not with the prudent usage of ani- has scarcely proven to be sufficient, either. The latest proof
mals to further medical understanding. In some instances it of this concerns the Silver Spring monkeys. 15 creatures
is vital researchers he allowed to test theories on animals to who were victims of a particularly vicious series of expert determine animals’ benefit to mankind.
ments in 1981.
But it is essential their treatment be as humane and as
After an investigation by Congress. 258 representamerciful as possible. When testing medicines that alleviate tives and 59 senators released signed statements that the
human suffering, the researcher must not overlook the suf- monkeys were not suitable for further experimentation and
tering of the creatures,
should be released to a sanctuary in Texas where they could
Too often the animals come under the control of viper- live out their lives comfortably.
imenters who are insensitive to their pain, such as the veterHowever, three months ago the creatures were shipped
inarian who wrote the tbllowing in a 1965 Journal of the by the National Institute of Health to the Delta Regional
American Veterinary Medical Association: "Animals used Primate Facility to be experimented on again and killed.
in biomedical research should not be considered mere ani- This clandestine transference was carried out in violation of
mats but rather as standardized biomedical research tools.
the statements by a clear majority of both houses.
This approach advocates that the researcher detach
Depending on the government to regulate these ofhimself from the often grisly nature of his work, so he no lenses is not enough. Legislation is never self-generated; it
longer hears the cries of the animals or sees the flowing is always the result of public outcry. The first step in protecblood. In this way he can conduct experiments without al- tion of laboratory animals must he taken by the people, and
lowing enugions to mtertere
it must he taken today.

’we

David
Rickard

Prop 65 will protect drinking water
If all the water in California emerged as cloudy and
gray as the water that comes out of the pipes at SISU. it will
be easier to convince people to stop taking their water for
granted. And rightly so.
People may not drink the water at the university just
because it looks had, but the contents are never Questioned.
Last month. the California Regional Water Quality
Control Board charged San Jose businessman Ernest Lorentz Jr. and his company with failure to install two off-site
wells to monitor ground water contamination. Lorentz was
originally charged with knowledge of disposing of various
hazardous wastes including heavy metals and pesticides.
Businessmen like Lorentz, who was caught with MX.)
barrels of hazardous waste at his compan) across from
Spartan Stadium, have to be punished and with more
than just a slap on the wrist.
Lorentz currently faces an administrative order ()Wining the development of a work plan to satisfy the cleanup
and abatement of the hazardous waste. Big deal. He has to
clean up the mess he made,
Proposition 65, which comes before the voters in November, would prohibit toxic chemicals from being put into
drinking water and would require warnings when people are
exposed to chemicals anywhere. It’s not a lot to ask. If the
water is polluted, let the public know.
Environmentalists and Democrats, including gubernatonal challenger Tom Bradley support the measure. Big
business and Republicans, including Gov. George Deukmejian. are against it.
Opponents of the bill say the initiative is a simplistic
approach to a complex problem and will hurt business and
farmers. Arguments include the already existing laws and
the cost to implement the regulation. The Legislative Analyst estimates the measure would cost $500,000 in 1987 and
SI million or more a year thereafter for administrative actions according to an Associated Press wire story.
The initiative applies only to businesses with 10 or
more employees and not the government. In addition to requiring the state to publish a list of chemicals that cause
cancer or birth problems, it would impose civil penalties of
$2,500 a day for violation of the rules. It would also increase criminal penalties for violations of current law to as
much as $250,000 a day.
If the government would enforce the rules and not let
business push it around, a lot of the cost could be covered

by fines. The fines arc tough and concci%ably tour criminal
violations could cover the expense of the water while protecting the environment.
The environmentalists backing the measure say they
wrote it because the current laws are not tough enough.
Those laws allow a small pocket of South San Jose’s
water to be contaminated by a chemical known as trichlorathane (TCA). Jim Melton, public information officer for the
Santa Clara Water District said it’s the only contaminated
public drinking ground water at this time. The water is not
always contaminated, however, he said it’s sometimes con laminated.
The law allows up to 200 parts per billion parts of
water and the contamination level is only one to five parts
per billion parts of water at a given time. It’s still too much.
Why should there he any contamination?
Deukmejian said he has signed more than 90 bills on
the subject and has more than doubled the budgets of the
clean water boards. He denounces the bill.
For all the good his administration has done, it’s still is
not enough. There needs to be a stronger war raged on those
who pollute the water of the population or people like Lorentz wouldn’t get away with a scolding.
A recent poll conducted by the San Francisco Examiner showed 28 percent of those surveyed by telephone favored the measure, seven percent were against and 65 percent did not know how they would vote.
Vote yes on Proposition 65. If you vote no on the measure, you are the one who will have to pay for the cleanup of
toxins which may "accidentally" get into the water system.
Remember that when you take your next drink of gray
water.
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Letter to the Editor
Pseudies develop new ideas
Editor,
While reading Craig Quintana’s column titled "Boisterous voices," in which he demonstrated his aversion toward those whom he called "pseudo-intellectuals" because
they offer "far-fetched" opinions, I could not help but
laugh with disdain at his pontification.
Craig, those students are not pseudo-intellectuals -they are real ones. The difference is a pseudo-intellectual
merely collects knowledge, he doesn’t process any of it.
These students are people who are trying to make some
they are offering their
sense of what they have learned
interpretations of their studies, ergo they are processing information, ergo they don’t deserve to be called pseudies.
Also, your article is redolent of the deadly fume ot
anti-intellectual sentiments that are seriously poisoning this
great nation. The man in the White House is already doing
these things, and we have enough brainless Rambos running
amok they don’t need any more help extinguishing the
endangered species of intellectuals.
Granted, those students’ opinions may be far-fetched,
weird, and strange. But that is creativity! If something is not
strange and weird, then it is not original. Let us remember
what Einstein did with a few far-fetched ideas.
Granted, those students scrutinize the works of those
literary giants with ardent vigor. But that is learning! How
else can we learn if we don’t analyze what is in front of us?
If we treat everything as sacred cow then how can we push
this civilization onto a new plateau? Look at the fine mess
some people have made because they regard the Bible as the
untouchable doctrine of life.
Of course, there are those who loathe to know the author, they are satisfied with the motion of studying a piece,
like they are satisfied with the motions and routines of life
without knowing life. But they must not hamper the efforts
of those who are NOT satisfied with everything.
Your anxiety over the whole thing seems to be that you
don’t know what those "pseudies" are talking about. But
you must not blame them for it. It is a human being’s duty
to try to understand what he does not understand, it is not a
human being’s duty to make himself understood to the rest
of the world. I hope this is utterly clear.
So please try to turn your anxiety into self-motivation
forward, join the community of
for striding
’pseudies."Instead of running away from it, try to keep an
open mind, and listen carefully who knows, maybe those
"pseudies" know more than you think they do.
Bruce Ong
Senior
Electrical Enginnering

Letter Policy
The Spanati Daily encourages readers to write letters to
the editor. Bring them to the Spartan Daily office. Dwight Bente’ Hall. Room 208, or the Student Union Information Desk.
All letters must bear the writer’s name, major, class standing and phone number.

Music helps students deal with stress of college
I ere.. an old saying. "Music soothes the sasagc
beast." Why not the stressed -out student’? Certainly. For
those who have matriculated to San Jose State for more than
two years. one point is clear school can he an arduous.
time-consuming task. And woe to the engineering students
with the endless supply of units for graduation. What better
release than to sing the blues in San Jose State’s University
Choir? What better release than to play a torch song for the
research paper that was long since due?
Prof. Jeanne Garson teaches a Voice Fundamentals
class Mondays and Wednesdays from 9:30 to 10:20 a.m. in
the music building. It’s for students who think they can sing
and are willing to prove it. The class is also for those who
want to learn how to sing. Yet the key point of attraction is
that the participants are taught how to relax. Gerson teaches
students how to breath. Really. All participants are also
shown the correct sitting and standing posture to sing. The
correct breathing and posture leads to a greater degree of relaxation; tension is released at a faster pace. Headaches
from studying for long periods are a thing of the past.
Correct posture means the brain picks up more information; study habits will definitely improve.
For those who are willing to go out of the classroom
and into the choir, it meets Mondays. Wednesdays, and Fridays in Music 150 with Prof. Tikey Zes conducting the

These courses in piano take more than a year’s time to finish
but the time investment will pay off in the amount of released tension released and as a form of alleviating pressures of academic endeavor.

Gene
Johnson Jr.
choir. Lsen it) ou didn’t bother to take the voice class Zes
takes all who are interested in the choir.
Another way of easing tension through music is by
playing the piano, for the piano requires relaxation of the
neck and shoulders for better manual dexterity. This particular kind of relaxation isn’t procured until the student has
learned and understands the fundamentals of keyboard proficiency (learning scales, modulation and chords). Music
10B serves as a class to teach the basic chord structure, harmony and music theory.
Music 25A and B takes off where 10B began with a
more proficient understanding in four-part harmony, with a
specific concentration for performing before the class.

Amerika

There is also a Jazz Keyboard Fundamentals class for
individuals with little or no piano training. Students are first
taught the basic musical chords, chord progressions and
rhythmic jazz patterns. This class is of particular interest because jazz itself is "mood music" in which the musician
plays music he thinks he feels or he wants to feel. Jazz releases tensions in a creative flow through student improvisation.
There are some who don’t have the time to enroll in the
music classes listed above
no problem. The best possible
step for tension and stress is the radio. KBLX, 102.4 FM, a
Berkeley radio station, plays soothing music. The music
from this radio station should serve as an excellent prerequisite for long studying sessions.
Like a good stretching before jogging a few miles.
playing "mood music" can serve as a good warm up.
Music tends to relax people. It doesn’t matter what
kind of music it is.From Beethoven to Twisted Sister, the
whole idea is to relax.

Stew
Hintz

You wanna what?
Soviet Union has once again demonstrated it
The
is undeserving of the peace process, yet there
are still those in Washington who are hopeful
that the imprisonment of Nicholas Daniloff will not
harm arms-control talks.
Daniloff, a journalist with U.S. News & World
Report, was arrested in a park with what is alleged to
be "Top Secret" documents.
It seems that he was handed a package by an associate and was then pounced on by police. Another
example of KGB finesse and sophistication, no doubt
Those who desire a Reagan -Gorbachev summit
in the near future are too willing to cast aside the arrest
and detention of an innocent American citizen caught
in the warped web of international tit-for-tat.
The Soviets’ "mistake" is, in fact, only one in a
series of reflections of a political system which has
demonstrated no room for compromise or peace.
The U.S.S.R. ’s invasion of Afghanistan has
slipped from the minds of most Americans. including
our president and has gone largely unpunished save
for an occasional rhetorical denunciation by a U.S.
government spokesman.
How quickly we forget the bitter taste of this incident and the foul smell of the dead and displaced Afghans when we are lured by the sweet taste and pleasant
aroma of a superpower summit or arms control talks.
Casting the invasion aside as another quirk of
"those silly Soviets" or ignoring it in an attempt to
placate them has failed to encourage any substantive
measures to change Kremlin policy.
The leaders of America seem destined to repeat
the same mistake they have been making since the
Cuban missile crisis when they continue to hold out
hope for talks with the U.S.S.R.
That mistake is the failure by our government to
act on the malignant tumor of Soviet aggression.
Peace treaties and arms limitation.: can only be
signed and obeyed by parties who accept them and
sincerely pledge to live within the limits they set. This
takes a particular sense of justice the Soviets seem to
lack.
Peace negotiations are important, but why must
we feel compelled to negotiate with a power that does
not play by the rules’?
Playing by the U.S.S.R. ’s rules in the Daniloff
case will only weaken our position when the United
States sits at the bargaining table in the future.
Allowing the Soviets to imprison an innocent
American without any penalty will set a precedent for
the Soviets to continue their aggression unmolested.
If an arms control agreement does emerge despite
the injustices of the Soviets, what measure of trust will
we employ toward them?
It would seem natural to assume that if the
U.S.S.R. is willing to frame a journalist as a way of
retaliating against the capture of one of their spies,
they would have no problem violating any peace treaty
as a way to prove a point.
And to watch our nation salivate at the concept I an arms control agreement like some Pavlov’s dog of
international relations is disgusting.
This is the point at which the United States
should draw the line. Without the immediate release
of Nicholas Daniloff and the removal of all charges,
there can be no peace talks, no superpower summits
and no diplomatic relations with the Soviets.
By allowing the Soviet Union to tread upon our
national dignity and the rights of one of our free citizens without any penalty, we are doing more harm to
ourselves than any of their spies could ever do.
Peace will come, but let it not be at the expense
of America.
Stew Hintz is the assistant news editor.
Amerika appears every Friday .
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Rival charges lottery firm
has ties to South Africa
SACRAMENTO (AP) -- State
officials said yesterday they are scrutinizing reports that the owner of the
firm printing lottery tickets does business in racist South Africa, contrary to
what it told the state.
"Obviously, we’ve looked into it
today and we’ll report to the Lottery
Commission on ik tomorrow (Friday)," said lottery spokesman Bob
Taylor.
And Assemblywoman Maxine
Waters, D-Los Angeles, said she will
look into unconfirtned information she
has received frorn two sources that
Bally Manufacturing Corp. deals directly with South.African businesses.
Lottery Production Services, an
unsuccessful bidder on California Lottery contracts, Was the first Wednesday to disclose it had received a report.
from sources h could not reveal in
South Africa, detailing the number of
Bally slot machines that have been
sold either directly or indirectly for use

there.
Bally, which owns California’s
lottery ticket supplier, Scientific
Games, told state officials recently
that neither it nor Scientific Games
does any business in that country.
The accuracy of Bally’s report
could affect the future relations of its
subsidiary with California.
The lottery-authorizing ballot initiative of 1984 requires ethical behavior by lottery contractors. The clause
was used to drop a subcontractor,
Dittler Brothers, which allegedly overcharged for materials.
In response to Lottery Director
Mark Michalko’s request for clarification yesterday. Bally secretary and
general counsel Neil Jenkins said his
company has no direct dealings in
South Africa, but sells to independent
distributors.
"As you can appreciate, once
products are sold to an independent
distributor, the company has no further

control over the ultimate distribution
Jenkins said.
Scientific Games spokesman
Leon Tuttle said Wednesday that Bally
sells to distributors who may have
done business there. He said Scientific
Games has absolutely no involvement
with South Africa.
Lottery Production Services is
"attempting to grandstand and make
major issues that are not there. . . that are really pretty troublesome
to the lottery." in hopes of edging out
Scientific Games. Tuttle said.
IPS was formed as a sister company to Dittler, the Scientific Games’
subcontractor dropped by the lottery,
to hid on California Lottery contracts,
hut has been unsuccessful so far.
LPS is currently protesting a
ticket -printing contract award to Scientific Games, which is up for final
approval by the Lottery Commission
today.

Trial ’errors’ free accused murderer
SAN JOSE (AP) A
man with
alleged family ties to organized crime
has been released from prison because
of jury "errors" four years after he
was convicted of an execution-style
slaying that he claimed was self-defense.
Salvatore Marino, 38, left San
Quentin Prison on Wednesday after
friends and family posted $150,000
cash bail only hours after a federal appellate court judge in Pasadena cleared
the way for his release.
State officials said they hope to
convince a panel of federal judges to
put Maria back in prison pending a
possible fourth trial fora 1977 killing.
Marino admitted shooting Peter
Catelli once in the head at point-blank
range in 1977 after the two men argued
in a mobile home office behind the
California Cheese Co. in San Jose.
Marino, part owner and vice president of the company, said Catelli tried
to extort money from his family and
claimed the shooting was self-defense.
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However, Marino’s defense attorAfter two mistrials, Salvatore
ney, Edward L. Masry, said "the Marino was convicted of second-dechances of ever convicting him again gree murder, attempted murder and
are slim and none."
false imprisonment and was sentenced
The ruling that freed Marino to nine years in prison.
came despite a state prosecutor’s plea
Marino claimed self-defense in
that Marino is a "potential danger to shooting Catelli’s father, Orlando,
the community" and should remain in who feigned death. Both Catell is were
prison.
stuffed in the trunk of a car, which was
Marino’s father, Angelo. was driven to San Francisco and abanalso charged in the case but died of doned.
heart failure while awaiting trial. AnOrlando Catelli, who later begelo Marino was identified by the state came the prosecution’s star witness,
attorney general’s office in 1978 as "a has been in hiding for the past several
high-level member of the San Jose years as part (lithe federal witness proMafia."
tection program.

Senators ask USSR
to release patients
WASHINGTON lAltl
Senatom and cancer specialists pleaded
Thursday for the lives of six cancerstricken "refuseniks." pressing Soviet
officials to let the victims rejoin their
families and seek medical treatment in
the West.
"The request is very simple: Give
them a chance to live," said Sen.
Frank Lautenberg, D-N.J., who has
written two letters asking Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbachev to let the patients
leave.
"The tragedy of their illness
should not be compounded by political
considerations. They should be allowed to leave while there is still
time," said Dr. Bruce Chadner. head
of the National Cancer Institute,
The six patients, including a 7year-old with leukemia, have relatives
in California. Massachusetts, Colorado, New York, Canada and Israel.
All have been denied visas to leave the
Soviet Union. some of .them repeatedly, with authorities citing security
reasons.
The victims’ plights were described at a crowded press conference
attended by some family members and
interrupted by an emotional telephone
call from several of those trying to
leave.
"We’re very happy and very
grateful . . . that you have found the
time to be with us and that you are trying to do something for our rescue,"
Tatyana Kheifets Bogomolny, a translator who has breast cancer, said over
the phone from Moscow. "The best
cure for us will be to be reunited with
our families."
"How do you feel?" asked Bo-

goniolny’s sister, Natasha Sverbilov of
San Francisco, fighting back tears.
"I’m trying to be brave. I’m trying to be brave and looking forward,"
replied Bogomolny. The sisters fin(shed their conversation in Russian.
Dr. Steven Rosenberg. chief of
surgery at the National Institutes of
Health and the surgeon who operated
on President Ilagati, said cancer pa(lents have two needs: treatment options and emotional support best provided by families.
The Soviet victims "are simply
asking to be with the families they love
as they deal with and perhaps die with
their disease," Rosenberg said.
The physicians and many of the
eight senators present stressed that
their request was made in a humanitarian spirit outside the realm of politics.
But Sen. Alan Cranston, DCalif.. called the Soviet authorities’
behavior "inexplicable and cruel."
And Sen. Alfonse D’Amato. chairman
of the American delegation to the Helsinki Commission, called the cancer
victims’ situations "incredible exam ples of Soviet intransigence" regard ing human rights.
D’Amato. R-N.Y.. and Ambassador Warren Zimmerman said they
will not ignore the issue in December
at a Vienna conference on the Helsinki
human rights accords.
Senators at the press conference
were Lautenberg, Cranston, D’Amato.
John Kerry, D-Mass.; Paul Simon, DIII.; Pete Wilson. R -Calif.; Gary Hart,
D-Colo., and Dennis DeConcini, DAriz. They all signed a letter to Gorbachev requesting action on the cases.

CBS News head ousted in shake-up
NEW YORK (AP) -- Confronted with a revolt from below and
the ouster of his ally at the top, Van
Gordon Sauter resigned yesterday
after a tumultuous 10 months as
president of CBS News.
The resignation came one day
after network founder William S.
Paley and Laurence A. Tisch, the
company’s
major
stockholder,
forced the resignation of Thomas H.
Wyman as chairman and chief executive officer.
Sauter’s resignation was announced minutes after CBS board
member Walter Cronkite had said
that a change in the news division’s
leadership appeared inevitable.
Sauter earlier this year laid off
70 news employees as part of a general reduction in the CBS workforce
and was criticized openly by star
employees such as Bill Moyers and
Andy Rooney for not insulating the
news division from the pressures of
profits and ratings.
Although "60 Minutes" continued to be very profitable, "CBS
Evening News" had fallen into a
three-way fight with its competition
and "CBS Morning News" foundered in third place.
"My 18 years at CBS were joyful and rewarding, and while the difficulties of the past 10 months constituted an irreversible end -game, I
leave with pride in my work and respect and fondness for my former
colleagues," Sauter said in a
statement. He had also served as
president of CBS Sports, chief censor and news bureau chief in Paris.
Gene Jankowski, president of
CBS Broadcast Group, said he accepted Sauter’s resignation with regret, and that Howard Stringer, executive vice president of CBS News,
would handle day-to-day operations

for the time being.
There was no indication
whether a new chief for the news division would be selected before a
new CBS chief executive is named.
Former Defense Secretary Harold
Brown, also a CBS board member,
is heading a search committee for
Wyman’s replacement.

Gordon Sauter’s
resignation comes a
day after CBS
Chairman Thomas
H . Wyman’s ouster
CBS fell into second place in
the prime-time ratings last season
after six years as No. I.
Mike Dann. a former CBS programming vice president under
Paley, said the return of the 84-yearold founding father would boost
CBS’ prime -time fortunes.
"He has a passion for shows,"
Dann said. "One of his favorites
now is ’Cagney & Lacey.’ It’s important and successful, a Paley
trademark."
Judy Muller. a CBS reporter
who did a radio commentary Thursday about the situation, said in an interview that CBS employees "are
hoping Paley will protect the creative product. Tisch said he wants to
bring back Paley’s standards. so
there’s hope in that."
Although prime time is a more
serious problem for the bottom line,
the discontent in the news division
had been an open and embarrassing

SOM.

Within the last two years, CBS
also had suffered from a multimillion -dollar libel suit by Gen. William C. Westmoreland, which it
won, and takeover attempts spearheaded by Sen. Jesse Helms, RN .C.. and CNN owner Ted Turner.
CBS, which said last year it
would pay SI billion to buy back 20
percent of its stock to thwart Turner,
earned $27.4 million in 1985 on revenues of $4.8 billion.
At an 11 -hour board meeting
Wednesday. Wyman yielded his titles of chairman and chief executive
officer which he assumed in 1983
under pressure from Tisch. whose
Loews Corp. owns nearly 25 percent
of CBS stock, and Paley. who owns
8.1 percent.
As Loews stake in CBS had
grown and rumors of Wyman’s departure became more frequent.
Sauter had allied himself publicly
with Wyman. as had Jankowski.
Jankowski, Walter R. Yetnikoff, head of CBS Records, and
Peter A. Derow. president of CBS’
publishing group, won support from
Tisch Thursday.
Cronkite, interviewed on the
Cable News Network. said that he
was not in the running to succeed
Sauter but was available as a consultant and adviser.
The economic problems which
bedeviled Sauter will not go away,
Cronkite said, but added that the discord in the news division was about
"concept, philosophy about news
and about its presentation.
Moyers, in an interview with
Newsweek published this week, said
the line between news and entertainment had become blurred. He said
he would leave the network when his
contract expires in November.

Raid closes $44 million ’speed’ lab
EL CAJON (AP) --- Police raided
a home next to an elementary school in
a drug bust that broke up a $44 million
methamphetamine operation, author)ties said.
Mark Humphrey White, 29, was
arrested yesterday in the raid at the
home, which is adjacent to Anza
School.
White. described by police as unemployed, was booked into county jail
for investigation of narcotics violations and possession of stolen property.
"It’s incredible. We were not at
all aware of it," said Allison Cummings, principal of Anza School.

The school’s playground abuts
the house on El Cajon’s Merritt Drive.
"The children play on the playground . . . all the time, Cummings
said.
Police took precautions in removing the contraband because of the volatile nature of ether and other chemicals
used to make methamphetamine.
"According to a (Drug Enforcement Administration) agent, an explosion of the chemicals would flatten a
city block," police Lt. Randy Narrimore said.
Officers confiscated 100 gallons
of liquid amphetamine, which is
enough to produce 80E.1 pounds of fin-

ished amphetamine powder. and 16
pounds of amphetamine already in
powder form. Narrimore said.
Police estimated the value of the
drugs at $44 million by using a formula based on what a small quantity of
amphetamine, or "speed.’ would
bring on the street.
Officers searching the house
found $5,000 in cash, a machine gun,
computerized scales for weighing
chemicals, and four floor safes.
A car, jewelry and stereo equipment reported stolen earlier also was
recovered during the raid, which culminated a six-month undercover inves- .
tigation. Narrimore said

House gearing up for war on drugs
The
WASHINGTON (AP)
shaping its version of legisHouse
lation to furnish new weapons in the
war on drugs opted yesterday to require the use of the armed forces in the
effort.
It also moved to reinstitute the
federal death penalty for some drug
dealers.
Morever, the lawmakers voted to
change the "exclusionary rule," to
allow some illegally obtained evidence
to be used in court.
Because of such measures, what
began as a bipartisan bill uniting Democrats and Republicans, liberals and
conservatives, has now become bitterly contested. However, it still was
expected to pass.
After the "exclusionary rule"
passed, House Judiciary Committee
Chairman Peter W. Rodino Jr. angrily
commented that a bill designed to attack illegal drugs is now an "attack . . . on the Constitution of the
United States."
Rodino and others warned that
the bill would be "filibustered to
death" in the Senate, but Rep. Tommy

SF hotel
loses roof
in dawn blaze
SAN FRANCISCO (API - A
four-alarm fire caused an estimated
$1.5 million in damage and chased
120 residents, three cats and a boa
constrictor from a tenderloin apartment building, fire officials reported.
But one heavy sleeper reportedly
snoozed through yesterday’s earlymorning blaze,
Vigorous measures by 118 firefighters prevented serious injury or
worse at the New Grand Apartment
Hotel on Taylor Street, said Capt.
Robert Tully, adding, "Luck also had
something to do with ii."
Two of the building’s occupants,
neither one identified, suffered smoke
inhalation, and one firefighter received
slight burns on a shoulders.
The fire blew the top of the building off, with damage confined to the
upper floors, said Tully. The displaced
residents were taken care of by the Red
Cross.
The first alarm came in at 2:41
a.m. At about dawn, said Tully. some
four hours after the initial alert, "a
man was found sleeping on a lower
floor
slept through it all."
Investigators were fairly certain
that a candle in a second -floor room of
the five -story brick building started the
fire.
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Robinson, D-Ark., said he was so delighted by the changes that he thought
he had "died and gone to heaven."
The overall legislation would escalate the war on drugs by pouring billions of dollars into enforcement, educrop
cation,
rehabilitation,
eradication, and withholding of aid
from recalcitrant producer countries.
The significant changes were
made when the House:
Voted 296-112 to permit imposition of the federal death penalty for
individuals involved in a continuing
criminal enterprise, who intentionally
cause the death of another individual.
The change was sponsored by Rep.
George W. Gekas. R -Pa.
Decided, 237-137 to force the
president to send military forces to
U.S. borders to stop drug smuggling,
and give them power to make arrests in
instances where traffickers are under
pursuit by authorities. Rep. Duncan
Hunter, R -Calif., and Robinson, of
Arkansas, proposed the change.
By a 259-153 tally, approved

language that would permit use of improperly obtained evidence seized in
warrantless searches, provided officers
acted in good faith. Sponsored by Rep.
Dan Lungren, R -Calif., the change is
not limited to drug cases. The Supreme Court already has made a
"good faith" exception in cases where
warrants were obtained.
Voted 242-171 for an amendment that would give state and local
law enforcement agencies a bonanza in
federal grants to fight illegal drugs.
The original bill would have allocated
$309 million for the grants in fiscal
years 1987 and 1988. but the change,
sponsored by Rep. Charles Rangel, DN.Y., would raise the figure to $1.3
billion. The state -local matching share
would be reduced from 50 percent in
the original bill to 10 percent.
The federal death penalty, while
still on the books, has been unenforceable because Congress has failed to
approve constitutional procedures to
carry it out.
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Symphony starting up season
with new orchestral conductor

Sidewalk sign ups

By Gene Johnson Jr.
Daily staff writer
SJSU’s Symphony Orchestra begins a new season with a new conductor, Robert Sayre.
Sayre will replace conductor Lauren Jakey who has decided to step
down after five years.
Sayre, cello teacher and member
of the university’s string quartet, will
conduct a 65-piece orchestra composed of students.
For the first time alumni and
community players will augment the
orchestra, said Music Department
Chairman Gus Lease.
Sayre said his musical training
began at age 4 with piano lessons
given by his mother.
’ He said he found the cello a more
interesting instrument and began playing it five years later.
After leaving Episcopal Academy
High School, Sayre attended the Kurtis Institute of Music in Philadelphia
and was taught cello by Gregor
Piatigorska, who Sayre said is the
greatest cello player who ever lived.
"(Piatigorska) was the greatest of
his time," Sayre said. "Every lesson
was an experience. He played individually for every student."
Sayre spent seven years at the institute, graduating in 1948 to become a
celloist with the Cinncinati Symphony

’Give it your best shot, do what you’re doing
now and do the best you can.’
Robert Sayre,
new conductor
before becoming the principal ceiloist
(the lead celloist of the symphony) in
the San Francisco Concert Orchestra
for another seven years.
With his extensive music career,
Sayre has developed a philosophy of
not looking ahead but "give it your
best shot, do what you’re doing now
and do the best you can."

Music Departent.
Music Prof. John Delevoryas, a
graduate of the Julliard School of
Music, will play Brahms’ Piano Concerto at the symphony’s first performance Oct. 21 at 14:15 p.m. in the
Music Department’s Concert Hall.
Forthcoming performance dates are
Dec. 5. March 10 and May tin a production with the university’s opera
This explains why he doesn’t do workshop.
his own composing and concentrates
There will also be a joint concert
on his favorite pieces, the works of with California State University at
Wagner, Beethoven and Brahms.
Hayward in March.
The symphony orchestra reSayre said the symphony orches- hearses Monday at 7:30 p.m. and
tra will concentrate on the major works Thursday at 1:30 p.m. Sayre will hold
of the best known composers of the auditions for those who are interested
Classical and Romantic periods which in performing in the symphony orchesinclude his favorite pieces.
tra.
Sayre also plays the cello in the
The symphony orchestra will also
perform a piece written by the student string quartet with Jakey. music Prof.
who wins a composition contest ar- Tikey Zes (violin) and Andrew Birdahl
ranged by music Prof. Allen Strange. (viola). They perform each week for a
Anyone who has written any music different sections of Music 10A
can submit their compositions to the (Music Appreciation)

SJSU orchestra seeks new members
By Gene Johnson Jr.
Alan Dep Daily staff

klany students took interest in the business fair
held Wednesday and yesterday on the sidewalk

photographer

near the business tower. Twelve clubs had tables
set up to inform students about their activities.

Campus Crimes
Two men who were recently arrested on suspicion of indecent exposure in separate incidents were released on their own recognizance due
to overcrowding at the Santa Clara
County Jail.
Jose Luis Hermosillo, 30, and
Daniel Costa, 24. were released and
are awaiting arraignment on charges in

separate incidents on campus.
An alert parking attendant helped
with the detention of three juveniles
for allegedly stealing a moped and a
bicycle on Sept. 4.
Parking Officer Jose Murillo noticed one of the juveniles tinkering
with the lock on a moped on the 400

block of S. 8th St.. unnersity police
Chief Lew Schatz said.
Murillo called UPI) and Officer
John Moffitt, who found the youths in
an employee lot.
He noticed the moped had a broken chain on it and called to check the
registration and found it had just been
stolen.

Daily staff writer

The SJSU Symphony Orchestra is holding auditions
for students and faculty members interested in joining the
group.
The orchestra is particularly seeking musicians for the
string sections of viola and string bass.
Auditions will be directed by Prof. Robert Sayre, the
new conductor of the orchestra. Auditions are scheduled by
appointment only.
For the first time the orchestra will include faculty and
community players to help make up for the declining enrollment of students that has occurred within the last two years.
"We (Music Department faculty) felt that a larger
group would be more of an inspiration to students," Sayre
said. "The sound of a larger orchestra is in itself more
thrilling than the sound of a smaller one."
New members of the orchestra include former San Jose
Symphony violinists Diana Eglie, Martha Denvenney and
Dennis Nichols.
The orchestra rehearses Mondays at 7:30 p.m. and

Spartan
Price Riot
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SEPTEMBER 10-16

GENERAL BOOKS

30% Off

Current Best Sellers

50% Off Selected Books -values to $25.00
(Price as Marked)
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Brera Paint
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Thursdays at 1:30 p.m. in the Music Department’s concert
hall.
The orchestra’s first performance will be Oct. 21 at
8:15 p.m. in the concert hall with Music Prof. John Delevoryas, a graduate of the Juilliard School of Music. The group
will perform Brahms’ Piano Concerto.
The orchestra is scheduled to perform with the SJSU
Opera Company on Dec. 5.
There will also be a joint concert with California State
University at Hayward in March. Both parties are still
working to coordinate a specific date.
The orchestra is also scheduled to perform a composition written by the winner of the Music Department’s composition contest in May.
Compositions are still being accepted with judging to
take place early next semester.
Sayre said the orchestra will concentrate on the major
works of the best-known composers of the classical and romantic periods, which include Sayre’s personal favorites,
Wagner. Beethoven and Brahms.
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Holy handshake
Professor’s discovery about Christianity
results in trip to Rome, papal introduction
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By Marj Martin
Daily staff wrrter
SJSU history Prof. Edgar Anderson surprised the Vatican this summer
with a whole new version of early
Eastern European Christianity. Along
the way, he met the pope.
Although Anderson’s usual field
of expertise is Eastern and Northern
Europe of the 17th. 19th and 20th centuries and the history of the Caribbean
area, he said he discovered information about very early Christian history
while searching through medieval archives in the Scandinavian countries.
The search lead him to the discovery that the Swedes and the Danes
did missionary work in the Baltic region much earlier than the Germans.
This was new historical information,
he said.
Because most scholars believed
that the Germans were the first Christian missionaries in the Baltic countries. Anderson published an article on
his discovery, he said.
Anderson’s article said that 1986
was the 1000th rather the 800th anniversary of Christianity in the Baltic
area. He said the information surprised
the Papal Committee at the Vatican because Anderson placed the earliest
missionaries in the Baltic region in the
10th century.

Climbing five flights of stairs to
the papal chambers calmed Anderson’s nerves. "Somehow I liked the
pope himself," he said, ’’he is a fearless person, open and outspoken.
"The pope’s greeting created a
favorable impression on me,- Anderson said, adding that the pope had read
his entire paper. The pope took two
sentences directly from the paper and
spoke of them with understanding, he
said.
Although he is a world traveler,
Anderson has had some misadventures
in Rome. Not speaking Italian can be a
problem, Anderson said. On one trip,
he said, the taxi driver picked him up
at the railway station and drove him all
over town before dropping him off at
his hotel. When he looked out of his
hotel window, he saw the train station
right next door.
This trip had its share of problems. Anderson said. The problem
with taxi drivers occurred again.
This time the taxi driver from the
airport charged him double. 4,000 lire
for himself and 4,000 lire for his bag-

gage, or about $5.60 in U.S. current
Anderson said. Anderson couldit
argue because he is not fluent in Italian, he said.
In November 1986, Anderson
will lecture at Sorbonne University on
the French Revolution. He will be the
first representative of SJSU to speak
there. Then he will go to the University of Stockholm to present a paper on
international relationships that existed
between the two world wars.
In 1987, Anderson will again
speak to the Papal Committee of the
Historical Sciences at the Vatican, as
well as at the University of Kiel. Germany, and at the University of Stockholm. He will also spend two weeks in
Trinidad and Tobago in June.
Anderson said he is cautiously
optimistic that the university’s administration will reallocate funds to provide for professors’ expenses while
representing SJSU worldwide,
At the very least, he said he expects to be reimbursed for necessary
additional research and for taxi fare
while in Rome.

Special to the Daily
Pope John Paul II (left) and SJSU history prof. Edgar is the 1,000th rather than the 800th anniversary of
Anderson discuss the professor’s discovery that 1986 early Eastern European Christianity.

"The Germans have taken all the
credit for being first," Anderson said,
"but the Scandinavians were there 200
years before the Germans."
Most church and cultural historians must compete for invitations from
the Papal Committee of the Historical
Sciences, but Anderson was surprised
by a telephoned request to speak before 83 scholars attending an 800th
Anniversary of Eastern European
Christianity seminar.
One of only three Americans to
present papers. Anderson was unable
to obtain sufficient financing from
SJSU to travel to Rome or to complete
his research.
"This is something really outrageous," he said. "I was only able to
scrape up UM from university
sources . . . . Fortunately the Vatican
paid try expenses to Rome."
This attitude is especially shortsighted, Anderson said, because the
:university doesn’t need bad international publicity.

Only Lowenbrau is brewed in the world’s great beer drinking countries. Brewed in Munich, in England, Sweden,
Canada, Japan, and here in America. Only Lowenbrau, by
license and authority, must use Bavarian Hallertau hops
and be checked for flavor and quality by the brewmasters
of Lowenbrau, Munich. Only Lowenbrau gives you 600
years of Bavarian heritage in one smooth American beer.
THIS WORLD CALLS FOR LOWENBRAU.

During the presentation of the papers there were five cardinals right up
in front. Anderson said. They were
there to question all the speakers, but
"the oldest one kept going to sleep."
he said.
Anderson had no time to sleep,
however. After a paper is presented
"there is sometimes fighting," Anderson said. The other scholars will do
what they can to "put you in a bad
light and you have to fight back." he
explained.
Students must research for a lifetime if they are to hold their own with
other scholars, Anderson said.
Anderson said he had been to the
.
Vatican before but he had never met a
pope. So when the presentations were
over he was just a bit nervous about
the prospect of meeting Pope John
Paul II. A friend had described to Anderson an audience with another pope
during which the friend was instructed
to enter a great room where the pope
was sitting at the far end, walk about
halfway to the pope, kneel and touch
his head to the floor. He then had to repeat the process on the way out.

CBEST
and NTE
test takers:
Will you test
as well as
you teach?
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test prep organization.
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days, evenings or weekends
San Francisco (415) 433-1763
8aricekry (415) 849-4044
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Marin County (415) 927-1115
Reno (702) 329-5315
Santa Cruz (408) 429-6524
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SJSU drops opener to Pacific in overtime, 2-1
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Field hockey team fails to cash in
on numerous scoring chances

Julie k Bennett Daily staff photographer
Front left, SJSU midfielder and captain Mace Savelkoul tries to advance the ball past a Pacific player as Spartan forward Sharon Calini looks on

By Greg Stryker
Daily staff writer
The Pacific Tigers attacked and
scored when it counted the most as
they outlasted the Spartans 2-I in overtime at the SJSU South Campus field
Wednesday.
It was the Northern Pacific Field
{Jockey Association opener for both
teams, and the score was the same as
in last season’s finale between the two
squads.
Both teams fought furiously in
overtime trying to break the deadlock.
Pacific’s
freshman
forward
I.eAnn Scott was in the middle of a
scramble in the circle when she found
the loose ball and hit it into the net
4:38 into overtime.
The Spartans had their chances to
win.
They outshot Pacific 20-18 and
had three more penalty corner opportunities than the Tigers.
Every time the Spartans made a
rush for the net, they were turned back
by Pacific goalkeeper Shari Megginson.
"I thought we took more shots
and better shots, but she made some
%cry good saves." Lewis said. "Sharon (Cafini) and Tini (Parrott) made
great shots and she saved them."
"We did some good things, hut
C stere inconsistent in our play," she
said. "Once we started to penetrate on
lop, we held on to the ball and didn’t
pass it."
Tiger forward Lisa Bocchino was
constantly attacking the Spartan defense.
She scored the first goal early in
the first half as she blasted the ball in
the left corner of the net on a penalty
stroke.
forwards
Spartan
freshmen
Sheryl Sorg and Tina Parrott constantly made rushes toward the goal in
the first half.

It finally paid off when Sorg took
a rebound shot off the goalkeeper
(Megginson) and blasted it into the net
to tie the score at I - I .
Both Sorg and Parrott mounted
attacks in the second half, only to be
stopped by Megginson or Pacific defenders.
"Both teams had opportunities to
score on the one-on-one situations.
and the defense came up with big
plays," Pacific coach Carla Konet
said.
"They (SJSU) had some breakaways and so did we," she said. "They
had some great shots and Shari made
the saves."
Sorg and Parrott said the Spartans
could have had a better effort in the
second half.
"We could have pushed ourselves harder." Sorg said. "We let up
in the second half a little bit. We just
have to work together a little better."
Parrott concurred.
"We had a lot of rushes on the
goal, but we’re just not getting the second rushing," Parrott said.
"I think everyone needed to work
harder," she said. "We did a little
more crossing and working together,
but we did it in spurts.
"If they beat us to the ball we
would just let them get the ball. We
should have been more aggressive."
Scott said the Tigers’ success in
the late stages of the game was due to
teamwork and conditioning.
"The thing with us is that we
work as a family because we get along
well, and we have a really great conditioning program," Scott said. "We
can always put out the extra effort in
overtime."
The Spartans will try to even their
overall record against Ohio State on
Saturday at the SJSU South Campus
field.

Spartan volleyball team
opens with Penn State
in Illinois tournament
ny

Karin Smail
Daily staff writer
The SJSU volleyball team,
ranked No. 2 in the nation, travels to
Illinois this weekend for the Illini
Classic, hoping to keep its perfect
record intact.
The Illini Classic is a four-team
tournament including the host team,
the Spartans, Penn State and Missouri. SJSU (2-01 will take on Penn
State at 6 tonight in the tournament’s
opening match.
Should the Spanans win their
match with Penn State, they will
take on the winner of the IllinoisMissouri match Saturday at 3:30
p.m.
The Spartans will try to add the
first blemish to Penn State’s 4-0 record. The Lady Lions were 31-5
overall in 1985 and took first in the
Atlantic Conference with a 5-0 record. They lost in the first round of
the NCAA tournament to Nebraska.
SJSU holds a 1-0 edge in the
all-time series between the schools.
Spartan coach Dick Montgomery is anticipating a tough match
with the Lady Lions, especially because SJSU enters the tournament
ranked No. 2.
"Penn State has been strong in
the East lately, and you know
they’re going to be trying to knock

Tenn State has
been strong in the
East lately, and you
know they’re going
to be trying to knock
us out.’
Dick

Montgomery,

SJSU volleyball coach
us out. Montgomer) said. "Their
coach (Russell Rose) thinks he has
the best team he’s ever had, and the)
are always well prepared. We can’t
let down for one minute, nor can we
play with emotion.
"The Lions will probably pick
up two to six points just on emotion
alone, because they want to beat us
so badly. We have to play our game,
and that’s it. We can’t get swept up
in the emotional aspect of things or
we’ll be in trouble."
Montgomery said the key to
success for his team will be consistency.
"We have to remain steady and
rise to meet the challenge of each
team," he said. "They’ll all be gunning focus

Southern Cal changes strategy
to diversify offensive attack
I OS ANGELES ( A P
Ending,
apparently, is Southern Cal’s singleminded strategy of lining up, knocking
foes down and repeatedly running over
them with the Trojan tailback.
"I don’t think we can line up and
run I -power all the time now," Trojan
football coach Ted Tollner said recently. "There are too many schools
in the conference too close to us (in
personnel).
"We can’t dominate the line of
scrimmage without some diversion.
some doubt in our opponent’s mind as
to what we’re going to do."
"We’d like to be a power football
team, but to he better, we’ve got to be
more productive with the passing
game," said Tollner, whose Trojans
were 6-6 last season after going 9-3
and 4-6-I his first two years.
Southern Cal opens its season tomorrow in a 4 p.m. PDT match against
Illinois at the Los Angeles Coliseum.
Although Tollner plans to diversify the Trojans’ offense, they still
have a pair of outstanding tailbacks in
the tradition of their four Heisman
winners at the position over the past
two decades.
Junior Ryan Knight and sophomore Aaron Emanuel. both of whom
run with speed and power, will share
the duties.
Rodney Peete, who started the

final four games as a freshman last
season but suffered a torn Achilles tendon in the Aloha Bowl loss to Alabama, will carry the burden of trying
to make the Trojans a passing threat.
Peete completed 50 of 85 passes
for 566 yards and five touchdowns last
year and rushed for 78 yards.
Tollner said Peete appears to have
fully recovered from the injury last
December, and seems to have lost
none of his speed or mobility.
"I think the big thing with Rodney is that he has more confidence this
year, since he started four games last
year," the coach said.
Tollner said the Trojans are anxious to play their first game.
"With the camp and two-a -days.
the players get tired of going against
each other, he said. "We need to
play a game. You get to a point where
you’re not sure where you are.
’You’ve got the same guys going
againt the same guys all the time and
you end up getting frustrated because
you can’t tell if you’ve improved in
one area, or just gotten worse in the
other.
Heading into the season. Tollner
said the Trojans’ defensive line is a
question mark because of inexperience.
Illinois, which lost 20-10 to
Southern Cal last year, defeated Louisville 23-0 last weekend.

Your basic
problem:
Physics
Genetics
Statistics
Calculus
Complex Numbers
Analytical Geometry
Stress Analysis
Organic Chemistry
Probability
Gaussian Transformations
Differential Equations
Titrations
Electromagnetics
Thermodynamics
’Fluid Mechanics
Etc., etc., etc....

Your BASIC
solution:
CALCULATOR
1I-74 BASIC LPHGUAGE
a..
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Introducing BASICALC: The new
Texas Instruments programmable calculator.
Now there’s a programmable scientific calculator that solves even the
most complex math, engineering
and science problems in a BASIC
way. The TI -74 BAS1CALC.
Unlike most other programmable
calculators that require you to learn
a new, complicated system of keystroke commandsin effect, a new
programming language the TI -74
BAS1CALC allows you to use the
BASIC lanpage programming you
already know
But don’t let the BASICALC’s
ease of operation fool you. It also
01986 TI

hits more calculating power than
comparably-priced programmables.

Your basic specs:
Operates as a calculator or
BASIC computer
8K RAM expandable to 16K
RAM
70 built-in scientific functions
Optional software cartridges
for mathematics and statistics
Optional PASCAL language
cartridge
Optional printer and cassette
interface

And a variety of options, like software cartridges, are available that
make it even more powerful and
convenient.
Stop by and see the TI-74
BASICALC for yourself. In basic
terms, what it really offers you is
a bargain.
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Spartans try to control
Cougars’ option offense
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By Paul IleaIly
Daily staff writer
The Spartans will face a stiff
challenge tomorrow when their highpressure defense goes up against
Washington State’s option-oriented offense in a non-conference game in
Pullman.
Last week against Oregon, the
Spartans (0-1) were able to hold quarterback Chris Miller in check fairly
well while shutting down the Ducks’
running game.
SJSU limited the high-powered
Oregon offense to 96 yards in the second half of the Spartans’ 21-14 loss.
This week, WSU’s running attack
could pose some problems, and SJSU
head coach Claude Gilbert has some
concerns.
"We face a difficult task this
week," Gilbert said. "We haven’t
been tested with this kind of offense.
From that standpoint, it’s a true test for
Spartan defensive coordinator
Sam Gruneisen said the Cougars, who
have led the Pac-I0 in total offense the
past two years, throw many different
formations at the defense. That allows
the offense to create weaknesses and
take advantage of them.
Against Nevada-Las Vegas last
weekend, the Cougars created all
kinds of weaknesses as they literally
ran circles around the Rebels defense
in a 34-14 win. WSU gained 237 yards
on the ground and averaged five yards
a carry.
Senior Kerry Porter who led
the Pac-10 with 1,000 yards in 1983
and freshman redshirt Steve Broussard each gained 86 yards against
UNLV.
Broussard and senior quarterback
Ed Blount form two-thirds of the Cougars’ new backfield after the departure
of 1985 Pac-10 Player of the Year
Rueben Mayes and talented quar-

terback Mark Rypien.
Blount is the key to the Cougar
offense. Gruneisen said the lightning quick Blount is a complete quarterback
in the option, and containing him will
be a major factor for the Spartans.
Preparing for the WSU option offense has caused the Spartans fits.
"It’s hard for us to practice
against," Gilbert said. "We don’t execute it very well. It’s hard to get it
right or make it look like it does on
Saturday."
The Spartans’ experience on the
inner defensive line could be a factor,

Ed Blount
. . key to Cougar offense
WSU head coach Jim Walden said.
Right tackle Wayne Woodard, left
tackle Mark Dean and nose tackle
Mace Gouldsby are all seniors.
The Cougars, meanwhile, have
an inexperienced offensive line.
Senior left guard Ian I.indner and
sophomore right guard Mike Utley are
the only returning starters, and both
did not even begin last year as regulars.
Though lacking in experience.
the Cougar line does not lack in size.
Lindner is 6-5. 262 pounds; Utley is 67, 286 pound.: and sophomore right

tackle Chris Dyko is 6-8, 265 pounds.
"These guys are tall, and our
guys are relatively short." Gilbert
said. ’’Sometimes your vision gets
blocked out and we’re afraid on the
running plays more than anything
else."
Defensively. WSU can calltie
some trouble.
SJSU offensive coordinator Terry
Shea said the Cougars’ defensive style
is to confuse the offense with their active defensive line play. Using stunts,
they try to disrupt the offensive blocking pattern.
"We reel we’ll be able to handle
them pretty well," Spartan offensive
line coach Rick Rasnick said. "We’re
changing quite a few of the blocking
combinations."
The Cougars held UNLV to 298
total yards, but the Rebels were able to
move effectively on the ground ( 180
yards and a 4.5 average) with Kirk
Jones picking up 116 yards on 19 carries.
"Sixty percent of the offense on
the ground was because of insufficient
studbacker play," Walden said, referring to the strong -side linebacker.
Walden used three players there
last week, and he said the position
could cause some problems for the
Cougars against the Spartans.
Shea said UNLV ran pitch plays
very well by knocking the strong -side
linebacker off the line.
"We intend to do what we do ’
best, and that (pitch play) happens to
be one of our better plays,- Shea said.
If the Cougars do not improve
there, Spartan running hack Kenny
Jackson could be a beneficiary.
"I’m more of a threat there (the
outside) than lam inside," he said.
The Cougar secondary, which
Gilbert said is the strength of the defense, is led by senior cornerback
Ricky Reynolds.

Denise Wendler Daily staff

photographer

Spartan defensive tackle Wayne Woodard and the rest of the defense will try to contain the Cougars’ offense

Cross country team travels to Rocklin for trial run before Fresno tourney
By Paul Neatly
Daily staff writer
The SJSU cross country team, coming off a third -place
finish at the seven-team Nevada Cross Country Carnival Invitational last weekend, will travel to Rocklin Saturday to
compete in the 5-mile Hornet Invitational.
Saturday will be the final testing ground before the
Fresno Invitational the following week. The Fresno meet is
one of the three big events in the cross country season,
along with the Stanford Invitational Oct. 4 and the PCAA
Championships on Nov. I.
"We’re just trying to key on our mistakes so we can
prepare to get mentally ready," said Chris Becerra, who
finished 12th at Reno.
Coach Marshall Clark said he’ll run everybody who is
eligible on Saturday. He was still awaiting eligibility verification on newcomer Steve Scholz, and freshmen Ben
Palmer and Joe Munlica.
Usually teams are composed of seven runners, but because of the relaxed atmosphere of this event an unlimited
amount of runners are allowed to compete.

‘We’re just trying to key on our
mistakes so we can prepare to get
mentally ready.’
Chris Becerra,
SJSU runner
The event is not even officially scored. Instead, the
coaches do the scoring to evaluate how well their teams are
doing.
"I want to give everybody another opportunity before
we go to Fresno, Clark said.
This weekend will determine which seven runners
Clark takes to Fresno, although he has not ruled out the possibility of taking an eighth runner. It all depends on how
close the seventh and eighth runners are to each other.
Three runners assured of going to Fresno are Becerra.
Mike Matthews. and Tim Williams.

Williams. however, will probably not run at Rocklin
Saturday because of an injury to his right calf sustained last
week in practice. He further aggravated it on Reno’s rocky,
uphill course.
"I still don’t know ( iT I’ll run)," Williams said. "It
doesn’t look like 1 will."
If there is any question about Williams’ condition.
Clark said he will not run him.
Clark is still searching for a fourth and fifth runner to
form a strong core along with his top three. One of those
he’s looking at is Steve Pipe, who finished two minutes off
Becerra’s and Matthews’ pace in Reno.
"I’d like to shave that (difference)." Pipe said. "I
can’t be that far behind."
Teams are more effective in a race when they run in a
pack.
"The closer you’re together at a race, the more points
you block out from the other teams. Williams said.
Clark said he will also be looking at Scholz, who is
running his first race, and Palmer, who is running well in
practice.

The team is still looking for answers following a disappointing finish in the 4.8 -mile Nevada Cross Country Carnival Invitational in Reno last week.
Only Becerra, who finished 12th with a time of 26:18.
and Williams, who finished 14th at 26:24, placed in the top
20 for the Spartans.
After the Reno meet, Clark expressed concern about
the gap between the top two finishers and the bottom three
finishers.
Pipe, Jim Carroll and Greg Talbot finished about two
minutes behind Recerra and Williams.

Spartans’ Weekend
CROSS COUNTRY: Hornet Invitational. Rocklin Saturday
FIELD HOCKEY: Ohio Slate, South Campus. Saturday 11 a m
FOOTBALL: Washington State. Pullman, Saturday. 1 p m
SOCCER: UNLV. Spartan Stadium. Sunday. 2p m
VOLLEYBALL: University of Illinois Tournament. Urbana. Friday
and Saturday

Tournament raises funds for women’s golf
By Karin Smail
Daily staff writer
The I I th Annual SJSU President’s Cup Golf Tournament will be
held at 12:30 p.m. today at the Riverside Golf Course.
The tournament is a major fundraiser for the Spartan women’s golf
team.
The tournament is open to fac-

ulty, staff and friends al SJSU. Entry
fees are $75 with an electric cart and
$68 if walking. Faculty and staff fees
are slightly lower, at $60 and $53 respectively.
The entry fee includes a buffet
dinner, free beer, soft drinks, German
sausages and assorted gifts.
Proceeds will go toward scholarships for the SJSU women’s golf

team. the tournament raised $8,000
last year.
One addition to this year’s tournament is the awarding of a new
Dodge car to the golfer who scores a
hole -in -one on the par-3 15th hole.
Other prizes include silver goblet trophies for top individual and foursome
scores.

PACIFICO BELL,. and The San JosdSymphony
Proudly Present
A

Celebration ’86

glittering evening of fun
featuring the legendary
pianist

Andre/
Watts

044 001110

ALSO FEATURING
POST-CONCERT
DANCING TO THE..
ERNIE HECKSCHER
BIG BAND ORCHESTRA
DAVID DUMONT BAND
HOTZENPLOTZ KLEZMER BAND

George Cleve Conducting

September 15,1986
San Jose Center For Performing Arts
8 30pm TIckets S25- S75 00 include complimentary Wines and Desserts

CHARGE IT 408-998-BASS. 415-762-BASS or the SYMPHONY Box OFFICE 408-298-2300
SAN JOSE SYMPHONY CELEBRATION 86 PRESE NTE D

MCIFKICKILL

The most
demanding,
challenging
enljghtening;
rous,
sa
difficult,
reYvar.ding;
motivating and
exciting course
you can take
in college.
ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS TRAININL, CORPS
At San Jose State
See Capt. George Jicha
Room 308, MacQuarrie Hall
or Call 277-2985

It’s Not Too Late
To Sign Up!
LAST DAY TO ADD A
CLASS IS TODAY!
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Paseo’s future threatened
by downtown development

Last words

TREES, from page I
council, said Ralph Qualls, the din:Lim ol project management for San Jose’s Redevelpment Agency.
Frank Fisca Lini, former chairman of the Downtown
Redevelopement Agency in 1980, addressed the meeting as
a concerned citizen. He said the decision to cut down the
trees was decided by a citizen’s committee consisting of a
cross section of downtown merchants and SJSU faculty.
After Fisca Lini’s lengthy statement to the crowd, a
wave of applause erupted from the back of the room, which
was filled with employees of Melvin Simon & Associates,
the contractor for the downtown project. Hushed boos and
hisses could be heard from other parts of the room.
Chuck Greenfield, a lawyer representing the downtown merchants also addressed the board during a question
and answer period. He presented the board with a petition of
150 names to add to the list of more than 350 workers
downtown who object to uprooting the trees. "These people
feel (Paseo de San Antonio) is getting ripped away from
them," he said.
Pointing out the Pavilion mall area on an overhead
sketch, Greenfield said, "The drawing here is green, but it
is not going lobe green space for the downtown people."
The entire green-belt of Paseo de San Antonio will he
replaced with cement walks and the Pavilion mall. The mall

will house more than 75 shops and bring approximately
6,000 new workers downtown, said a Melvin Simon & As
soc late official.
Greenfield is afraid the 6,0(11) new workers combined
with the thousands of workers downtown will create a
workers’ ghetto. He said the lunch-time rush would be incredible. Many downtown employees use the shaded grassy
areas of the park and walkway as a refuge during breaks
from work.
McEnery responded to this and other pleas for open
green parks in downtown’s tuture, by saying, "I hope we
are building a downtown where you can walk five or six
blocks to get to Guadalupe Park for lunch."
The city will be spending $1 million to renovate St.
James Park, Guadalupe River Park and to plant more than
25,((X) trees in all of the downtown projects. Qualls said.
"When the project is done you will be shocked and
pleased.’ said former redevelopment chairman Fisca Lini.
"Save The Trees," a group of downtown workers and
merchants at the meeting lighting to save the trees, is
headed by SJSU professors Otis and White.
Otis said the present situation was causing bitterness
between citizens and the council. He also requested to he on
the planning commission for the Guadalupe River Park project.

Campus cops may start wearing
uniforms and guns in classroom
(’UPS, Joust page /
to ille Is tat more repugnant jIlli cerWiggsy Sivertsen, professor of tainly in poor (taste) for a university
counseling services and an academic environment," Sivertsen said.
senator, told the senate she would
Sivertsen said it is really impor"have to support the idea of having oftant for the university officers to be
ficers in class."
able
to sit in class and talk with stu"I’m not happy about uniforms
dents and relate to them.
and guns under any circumstances, but
I would far rather see our own univer"One of the main problems with
sity police officers sitting in class the (UPD) has been consistently that
where we can get to know them rather they are so far removed from us on a
than people running around in camou- day by day basis that we don’t know
flage outfits with combat boots, which their people and they don’t participate

MOUE environment as a pan trt- the support service, but rather as an offensive
unit against us," Sivertsen said.

"Part of what we’re trying to ’
break down is this macho image and
create communication between officers and students and faculty to let
people realize even though they fill a
police role, they are still just people, "
Schatz said. "They have to learn like
everyone else and they have to interact
like everyone else.’’

Sports alums shoot for rebound with fund drive

Julie A Bennett

Daily staff photographer

This notice from The City of San Jose spells the nounced by the San Jose redevelopment ageney. at
fate of the trees of Paseo de San Antonio. as an- Wednesday’s community- information meeting.

Women’s Center needs help:
co-coordinator position vacant
By Brian Fedrow
Daily staff writer

The SJSU Women’s Center is
feeling a little uncoordinated this Se.
Mettler.

That’s because Penny Raper, a
co-coordinator of the center last year,
moved to North Carolina to attend
school.
Because of Raper’s departure in
June, the organization is searching for
a second person to fill her position,
said Ten Ann Bengevino, a Women’s
Center volunteer.
The co-coordinator must be a student. preferably work-stUdy, willing to
work 10 hours per week.
The co-coordinator is a paid position responsible for recruiting volunteers. supporting and implementing
activities of the Women’s Center and
keeping other campus departments informed of upcoming plans. Bengevino
said.
The job of the co -coordinator also
includes public relations and dispersing information to the San Jose community about issues and activities that
focus on women.
"We receive requests for inforinati4m Inoll all over the city," Benge-

for women, the center provides peer
and some career counseling.
The Women’s Center has a huge
referral service for such problems as
rape, incest and single -parent crises
provided at no charge, Bengevino
said.
The center also stocks a large colTerri Ann Bengevino lection of books and literature, availVolunteer
Women’s Center
able for checkout in the women’s studies program, part of the School of
Social Sciences.
Because of the co-coordinator divino said. "We also receive informa- lemma, regular office hours for the
tion front other campus women’s center have not been established and
centers like UC-Santa Cmz. Santa nothing is slated yet on the calendar
Clara, Stanford and others."
for this semester. Bengevino said.
Marge Kintscher. a volunteer last
However, plans are already unsemester, was hired as a co-coordina- derway for Womyn’s Week, Bengetor for this year but another co -coordi- vino added.
nator is still needed.
"We want to start fundraising as
In addition to the coordinators, soon as possible," she said. "We’re
the staff includes volunteers who seek probably going to sell things like
out speakers for workshops sponsored shirts, pencils and note pads to raise
by the Women’s Center.
money."
Bengevino said the center,
Womyn’s Week will coincide
founded in 1972, is a good resource with National Women’s Day, which is
for both men and women on the SJSU held in March.
campus.
Bengevino also said the Women’s
Aside from sponsoring Womyn’s Center plans to start a single -parent
Week, a v. eek of activities and forums support group this year.

’We want to start
fundraising as soon as
possible.’

of increased costs iti, luding travel
expenses and membership in the Pacific Coast Athletic Association.
Zimmerman said.
"We’re still raising more
money this year." she said.
Both men’s and women’s athletics received $45,(1111) allocations
from the Associated Students after
an $8 increase in the student association fee. Zimmerman described the
allocation as "a blessing a total
blessing." Women’s athletics has
not been a part of the financial crisis
faced by the men’s program.

FOUNDATION, from page I
Fund-raising activities provide
a substantial part of the Women’s
Athletics Department budget, she
said. Revenue from the 19146 fund
drive is projected at $120.000, or 22
percent of the $546,000 women’s
athletics budget.
The Walk for Women of
Sparta, to be held Nov. I. should
bring in $130,000. Revenue from
other special events is projected at
$34,000.
All generated income
including fund raising and ticket sales
provides $318,226 or 58 percent
of the women’s budget, she said.
Generated income provided 63
percent of last year’s budget, but is
responsible for less this year because

door prizes tor the event, including a
Mercedes 300SE.
He said that 1,0(X) tickets are
available at $1(11) each leaving.
after purchase of the door prizes.
$50,000 to $60,000 in revenue.
Other foundation fund-raisers
include an auction to be held in conjunction with the Alumni Association Jan. 31, and the foundation’s
annual White Castle hamburger day
in the spring.
McDonnell attributed the increased level of support to an expanded base of volunteers and members. The foundation relies on gifts
from alumni, friends of the university and the community. The average contrihution is about $400. he
said.

McDonnell said the Homecoming day wine-tasting should bnng
the 1986 drive to its goal, with
$40.000 in tickets reserved to date.
The foundation will purchase 16
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Campus
Presentation
Tandy Computers Will Give
You a Competitive Edge for
Future Success!
See How... Attend a Presentation of
Tandy/Radio Shack Computer Applications:

thru Oct 15

’ Trade In Your Old,
Tired, Back Packs,
Duffles, Tote Bags,
and Save.
An Extra 10% OFF
At The Register On

Demonstrations in word processing, spreadsheets, database
applications and more.

STUDENT UNION LOBBY
Place

=ACTION
SAN JOSE

and

C_:_lbou
,

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER -15, 1986

Date

780 Coleman Ave

294-4779

8AM-4PM

Time

LOS GATOS
OW MADE NO SALI OEM
Oct s NOY APRs 10 SPEC AL MAAKDoWNS

1)9 No Santa Cruz Ave

354-6444

CALIFORNIA S I DISCOUNTER OF FtliST QUALITY LUGGAGE AND TRAVEL ACCESSORIES
Other iocebone .n San Frenctsca Redwood City, Borlatgarre San Lorenzo San HORN Pleasant 1+11

LUGGAGE
CENTER
BP,ItAley &

Fresno

I Radio
that*
Discount Towards Purchase

COMPUTER
CENTER
Discount Towards Purchase

Ceam u
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ly

MEChA and SOLES will sponsor a Raza Reception
from 2 to 4 p.m. today in the Chicano Library Resource
Center. For more information, call Carmen Day at 2772214 during the day or 298-2531 at night.

a
n- ,
,
ks

The SJSU chapter of the American Meteorolgical Society will hold its first fall meeting from 11:30 a.m. to 12:20
p.m. today in Duncan Hall, Room 615. Call Allen Becker
at 277-2311 for more information.

On
we
is

The A.S. Program Board is sponsoring a performance
by Danceworks at 8 p.m. today through Sunday in the Spartan complex, Room 219. For more information, call Andy
Slean at 277-3201.

us
rt.

The San Jose State Folkdancers will hold a dance from
8 p.m. to midnight today in the Women’s Gym, Room 89.
Call Ed Webb at 287-6369 for more information.

irs A

15 77115 17
1/111.4411VLA

17 CONIC
51.1
&Lew& ON 17/1 8177117Y
IN1QOVII117 LAE
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UM 1015 IT LP
POVT ZEN 7

The San Jose Symphony will present its gala season opening concert at 11:30 p.m. tonight at the Center for Performing Arts. Discount tickets for students are SI 2.50,
$22.50 and $10 with student ID. For more information, call
the symphony box office at 298-2300.

10456

tif/ST&V’t
Ir leRt.

The Akbayan Club will hold a pot luck get-together
from noon to 4 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union Ballroom. For more information, call Mark at 258-6069.

The Real World

Peter Stein

Dry Toast

id
is

Berke Breathed

Bloom County

Spartaguide
The SJSU Drama Depanment will present story teller
Gay Ducey at 12:30 p.m. today in the studio theatre. For
more information, call Allaire Paterson at 277-2763.
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Manuel Ruiz
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Yesterdaily
Campus
Members of Sigma Chi accused Alpha Tau Omega of
violating fraternity dry rush by serving alcohol to non-members.

C

to ’
nd
filet
I a

ke
let

SPLENDID’ otter’ I NAVE YOH*
PHONE IvuacEIERT

HELLO MERL VOUNE WOrifitell VOU LClux
REPENTANT, 040511.0 YOU
TO A 1111144
CARt TO ACCOANIWY
STLIPT THIS EVENING?

cave,. ixatx Axe

The statewide battle over a toxics initiative on the November ballot came to Santa Clara County Wednesday as
supporters and opponents squared off for the local vote.
I p-

Wanda Folk

School Daze
rite

11(.....or

6 66

? THE DEVIL’S
niuMBER A RRIZGGI-ll
GET AMY FRom

COURSE’ IT’S 666 -LI-

FTere-""

Ernest Lorentz Jr. pleaded not guilty Wednesday to 14
counts of storing hazardous waste at his storage facility
across from Spartan Stadium.

A)))

Sport cars

3

4.4
Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ADULT (Sax) CLASSIFIED MAGAZINE
FREE! Cali 255-0724 (recording)
to gel your copy. 24 hrs FREE
LAST DAY TODAY for the art sale 300
dIfferael print. on sale till 5pm
Pins., Monet a mny more In
front of the Bookstore Hurryl!
WOMEN INTERESTED IN tryout. for
Intercolleglete basketball There
IN
mandatory meeting Sept 22
st 3pm in Spartan Complex 9 Call
277-3750 for Information
$104340 WEEKLY Up, mailing circuWs! No quotas bosses Sincerely
Interested rush WI-addressed
envelope
Nonork-C1316,
POLB1072, Crystal Lke, II 60014

AUTOMOTIVE
BUGS FOR SALEM San Joee’s best
BUGS All guarenteadl,, 100% fl mowing, OAC Cell VW Restoration et 217-8200 1200 discount on
wthicie purch. w ’unit. ID
YAMAHA 700 MAXIM X shell drive
Water cooled, 25 valve Genial.’
engine Now condition 2100 rril
Including

2 pr

gloves.

helmet,

tank beg, $2300 Do Must see! Ken

’76 MUSTANG II 06, 4 .pd. ant ft ate
no. net w EG mass louvres
$t 200b. Call 3744574.
73 MERCURY AUTOMATIC, 26., rune
good MO N, Cell 729-4373 stter
11ein, 21941693 gprifil 1pm
’75 PLYMOUTH VALIANT 4 dr mote
por. clean, on student car, tuns
gd. Excl. win. 111505o, 2926229.
73 CAPRI. 2600 eutomatic, sir well
mint., great student car 1950.
947-0221, Lora, leen nessege
’72 CHRYSLER NEWPORT Gd condiDort. new trans incint tires
offer. 266-2615
brokers

Ewa

’66 BUICK 2 -door. p., pb, NH. good
eon/ rune greet! 1500 bo H 926E664, W 74463401

COMPUTERS
Computer Erne or
Oven instruction on the IBM PC
In Wordstar wordperfect. writing
assistant or profession.’ editor

COMPUTER EASE

South San Jona horne Afternoon
classes onry 227-1990
DISK TO DISK CONVERSIONS
IBM MS-DOS CP M ALTOS
Portables-OSBORN-TR660
500

Disk

forrnets

514 00
dill,
Word Pre.
’Twos
mown -Moe
Prompt Service PU & Delivery
ServCreetl.
Dina
Ices

INSTRUCTORS
NEEDED Mon thru Thor., 3.30E 30 pot E. w children required
Santa Clara Parks & Recreation
Call Tricia for info at 984-3257

IMMEDIATE

OPEN,NGS, P -T telephone sal. for S J Civic Light
Help the arts and help

Opera

yourself Deys or irve shifts Must
be lumen:. and reliable Call
George days 11-3prn, eves Sgpm
01 2074110 Casual almos
LOOKING

FOR

PART

TIME

work,

Togo’s st 900 N First St Is hiring
for day time positions P10010 0011
2674570 or inquire within
LUNCH

SHIFT

WAITRESS

needed
MINATO Japans. cosine Coil
Mu et 998-9711

MARKETING SALES

REP
Creetive
outgoing person to work on cent pus with not’) daily nwspr organizing college ules Reside hrs
Call 600-368-11363 ask for Mont.

McDONALD’ NOW HIRING! Premium
Pop, hours flexible around school
schedule Two-flve days. 10-35
hrs. Interviews M -F 3.4prn
Contact Mike or Lucy .1 365-3095,
15475 Los Gatos Blvd

et 297-9213 eves

Over

3prn $395 hr to start Will train.
Call for appointment 766-8281
GYMNASTICS

. (408)1366-6080

FOR SALE
FUTONS!!! Cr. ellfy cotton products
Create ynur own Eying & sleeping
space with our futons, pillows
end frames Custom Futon. & Pli.
W. P101. 302 El Pew Shopping
Cwt... (at Santoga II Campbell
An..). San Jose. 378-5640 10%
discount on Futons with thls ad
I SELL ONLY ONE model and sln
(23") of We, but you can own a
now 12-opoorl for less than $91
MHC akycle Sales offers lowcost transportation needs Or the
etudent. 30 dey guarantee All
wloa 11nol COI Deys 942-773E.
ifires 293-4780 Ask for Joe
MOVING QUEEN I$11351
full ($145)
bed (both unused) Dinette 1125.6
pc Urn. set 9285, 00ff.. table set
$AS, Ounkbeds SIBS All sInt or
better Cell Greg at 29/9424
WHY BUY SEMINAR COURSES, Borrow them from um! Real Estate,
Motivational, Wes & Business
home-study courses Hundreds
IS ch.. from, We’ll also accept
env used courses for credit to.
word the ennuel I.. UNLIMITED
boerowIng The Seminar Library
(100)924.2222, 132
2 WHITNEY HOUSTON tickets SUNDAY 9 14-41prn Concord Pay roe
Sas Rob 2779029(415) 276-4042

HELP WANTED
MARKETING MAJORS
Experience real lite enktg situ.
Eons. menu:Eng etrategies, plans
telemarketing PART TIME Her
poesible coop credit TBS

ATTENTION

MARKETING, 244-5345
Type 40
FRESHMAN SOPHIOORE
WPM Willow Glen Prescription
lifiartnacy Alt Wks M W -F 1
7prn. T-TE 3-7.1 & Sat 9 30orn-

OFFICE ASST, Flex hrs eves
weekends Varied duties In Wail
credit office Call Debby al 29E7393, Russells Furniture

cuisine. We ere now hiring tor
lunch she. Contut Ms. or Jim
09 297-0153.

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE HOUSING. STUDENT
DISCOUNT Fully furnished. secure end safe rooms FREE utill
ties and housekeeping service
Reasonable rates -shared co sin
gle evadable Walking distance to
San Jose State Office U N 5tn

COTTAGE

FOR
RENT
IWO mo Can be 1 or 2 bdron
1 41,05 ton SJSU Call 297 S1SO

ROOMMATE WNTD Share Iv apt in
Santa Clem w I person Put Moro
55th 6147 50 MD 246 1830

TIRED OF COMMUTING, 1 br apt like
new. 2 WM ern campus Lots 01
parking. cable TV 5450 no inquire about rent speciai 971.
6064.296-4323

PERSONAL
BACKACHE?, Free eramlnation
Oar... p011 01 r ..... ch proper!

Christmas work end semester
break work If accepted you 0111
earn $9 25 Marling! Pen time (20)
earnings per week equal 5165
Full (40) :Ewing5 par week equal
1370 No experience is needed because of our intenslve on the job
training program Good math and
plus Some
reading skills are
evening end weekend positkns
ere available end some flexibility
Is ellovred during final exams In
addition. If you quality corporate
scholarship are awarded. InternshIp are possible, and you may
earn 2.3.4 credits per quarter or
same.* During your winter.
spring, and especially summer
breaks, full time work is evallable
Call todey for information and an
interview. or call Monday through
Friday between 12 noon and Ipm
(4013) 27541385 If the 11.10 busy.
PC... be patient and try again
An equal opportunity compony’
RECREATION SPECIAUST NEEDED
leech games scone arts. etc
For Endes K-3 after school
SE 50 hr flexible days Call Tricia

STUDENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE In
orientation seed.* office Part Erne during school peer vrith pos
’Piny of full-time in summer Application & complete position onnouncernent available in Student
Union Activill. & Services 01 floe, Old Cs... Deadline to
apply Is Friday. Sept 19 by 5 PM
STUDENT UNION JOBS, Apply now in
the Student Union Directors Of.
Tice All jobs start at 55 per hr
Audifi-vIsual lechnicien. mainteassistant.

boolckesping,

Hemel
TEACHERS & AIDES tor preschool
LG SJ arseRICE units preferred
(406)721-1131
TEACHING ASSISTANTS!
High school sublecls
Satisfy presoching requirement
Receive 3 units-5 hours per week.
1400 pen PIOUr UPWARD BOUND

3800
TELEPHONE SALES-SE-410er . ens
6 Minds Lawn eeretIon and Torii
llet
Greet cutornar
nation
Green Thumb Lawn Service 240
0556
SALES-pert now Sell
ethuriptions to the Mercury... Guennteed Se 50 hr pros
commission Shifts 9AM-1PM or
plus
4 30PM-8 30PM, Mon -Frl

TELEPHONE

Sat Call today 400) 953.1900
RECREATION
THERAPEUTIC
LEADER POSITION Work with
0148E40 children Sat 9-S, Fri
3 30-4 30 $S 671ir Call 0111 Keegan 964-3257

RANT

DANCING

FEMALE
live
man

AT

TYPING

COMPANION WANTED to

dancing,

holiday celebrations
For information call Hiliel at 294.
8311

- NAGASAKI RESTAUSpeclenIng In Japanese

Thick Crust

rree disk stomge Online word
processing ask tor Joye at 2641029

ABSOLUTELY,

ACCURATE.

AC-

COUNTABLE for telephone:0 that
loots typing that’s tops -try
Tony -296-2087 81 50 per page
double spaced All work guaranteed

Trust

Tony

296-2087

Thanks
AND
PROFESSIONAL
ACADEMIC
word processing P J s word processing otters quality guaranteed
work at competitive Hetes Experienced in thesis. term papers,

Classified
Glyn a... Call 11.0 09 26741234

group projects. resumes, manuscripts A letters Located In North
San Jose only minutes from cam-

BLOSSOM
HILL SANTA
TERESA
AREA: Fast, accurate typing and
word processing even.* worm
days week Limited pkk-up &

pus Call P J at 9212309
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING All
formals A group projects welcome Spell check every time. free

delivery 3661012
CALL

word

software Errs M -F 9 30-5 30 Reserve time now for your upcoming Meats dissertation or menu -

tuts. return. Guaranised quick
return NIT page enci hourly rates
Transcription evallable Aimed. Branham area Free disk storage
Prol Steno Typing Service (408)

script Chrystal 923-8461

264-4504

SAMNA

8

word

perfect

AFFORDABLE WORD PROCESSING
NATIONAL GAY -BI contact club 18
non and women Confidante low
mites Send SASE to NGCC P0
Jose

PROFESSOR’ EXAM FILES available
required
(8
for
Engineering
course. In CE, FE. ME end Mal
Engr), EIT, Calculus. Chemistry

BARBE’S WORD PROCESSING Have
job will process Experienced In
theses manuscripts, papers, resumes
professional
backup
Work Reasonable rates Located
conveniently Call Barb* el 926

Avollable at Spartan
Bookstore 9 Roberts Book Store
04 Physk

LOST SORORITY PIN
Round gold color I found call
Susanne (415) 593.1651,10 mos

REWARD,

SIGMA ALPHA MU INVITES you to
corn & get wrecked at the one 9
only Sammy Shipwreck Perty.Sat.
Sept 13 at 9prn. 561S 6th St. 279--

processing needs Tenn pent’s,
reports. resume& cover letters.
dIssonatIono, manuals
All academic formals
APA
Spelling, grammar, punclustion

pendable service el AFFORDA
el_ E RATES" Fr. disk storage
Pam. 247-2681 (Sante Clara) Soo
SJSU Fall 86 Directory of Classes

E448

for edilltIonsi coupon avincs

cies. short stories). transcription

TYPING SERVICE

tor

sit

your typing needs Student rates
ranging from St to It 75 per pege
CluIck tumoround Dish storage
for 30 days Call (408) 9464967

Assignments 10 pgs
end over will be accepted only
Cell 14061 738-1676 Sunnyvale
area Long range arraignments
can be submitted by mail w your

MO for Amonda or neve message
on machine
COVERLETTERS,
RESUMES,
and
business correspondence Assie
tenni with vocobuery sentence
atructure. and torn. 11 requested
Call 2136-9418

THAT FORGOTTEN PAPER
typed NWT Let me help, Term papers. letters reports, theses, research papers
fast and proles-

ENTERPRISE
PROFESSIONAL typing 6 Ovalness sone
Ices Fest. reasonable. 11 neer on!

FREE
gremener
&
spelling assistants Reason obi*
rates Call Marcie at 2944347

rotes ClueIty service. abie to do
bold fen and right margin ifistni.
cation Call 25941540 50. 1st from
SJSU

SUCCESS

stonily’

remittance
WORD PROCESSING-RESUMES, thesis and term norms Reasonable

nosily Call 006) 292-4047
THESES - REPORT PAPERS Word

ZEE’ TYPING end Secretarial Sem
ices Fast. accuree *or% availmeted
able seven days weer
In the Blossom Hill Santa Teresa
and
delivarea limited plckup
ery Call 365.1012

Print Your Ad Here
(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each hnel

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

’1111111

cell Cempu Ministry at 298-0204
for worshifi,couneeling,progrons
and study opponunitles Rev

One

Three
Days

Two
Days
Day
3 Lines $355 $435
4 Lines $435 $515
5 Lines $515 $600
6 Lines $5.95 $680
Each Additional Line Add $

Natalie Shiras.Fr Bob Lager.Sr
Joan Puells Rev Norb Fen heel,

SERVICES
IS THAT DESIGN project
due & you hen no resources for
Ideas or whol to build, OH) Elec.
tronks is committed to offering
low cost elutronk (component)
9 computer information needs tor

EE’s IE 4,,

$4.75
$555
$635
$715

Four

Days
$500
$580
$6.60
$740

Five
Days
$520

Jill

IJlllJJJlJlJlJJlJlll

Each
Extra

$600

Day
$ 90
$1 05

$680
$760

$1 20
$1 35

1111111111

11111111111

11111 111111

1111111111

Ill

III/

80
Print Name

Semester Rates (All Issues)

10-14 Lines $63 00
15 Plus L Ines $80 00

5-9 Lines $46 00

the tudeni Call Days 942-7736.
Ens 293-1790 oak for Joe

Address

Phone

City 8 State

Zip

Phone 277-3175

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will con.
suit with SJSU ate:lent for 30 minute. FREE Prettier. ’MOW to all
aspects of immigration and new

Enclosed is $

rwation

law
Office locearl
within 10 minutes from campus
Call Robert Ng et 14081 2891400
10, 50 appointment

or

__Days

Circle a Claudication’

PERMANENT

HAIR REMOVAL
for
men and women Speer& rate with
faculty or student ID Private &
confklentlel Weekdays. wooing,
A &Horde, Sunnyvale (lectroly
e s Center. Soli Buenos. Perk et
Hwy 101 & N Folt000. Ave (4011)
734-3115

PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH for writ

TYPING SERVICE for studerns and Ill.etructors Dependable ramble.
acrunite *Kirk Reesonable rites.
SI 50 pg

QUALITY

NEED

9397
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Center Sunday -Luther. 10 45 ern
Cathoik 4 03 end 6 00 pm Pl..

TYPING DONE REASONABLE rates
Cell Pelt et 2165633

thews. resumes SpecIaliet In
technical.
scientific
projects
51 75-S3 nye Call Vicki at 21113058 IBM Sr..

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
personal legal Poi... word

processing erextre attention to
debil S2 pg for etudents 53.9
for protesalonels
510
Sava your work on the IBM PC for
Ole use Grammar punctuation
1r spelling checked primed
In
publications quality
Erickson
Word Processing 377-5293

PUT YOUR WORDS in their best perspeller
Experienced
professional ward processing popery.

ulty We also do tape transcription and bookkeeping Free data
storage Call 245-1769

assistance All work guaranteed
Professions’, confidential end de-

Turablen. SPA 3rd .4 1. screentollow-up
plays. resumes, cover
lettere menuscrIpts (books, ertl-

Student pre
BECK SECRETARIAL
pers resumes business typing
needs word processing Willow

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST -term peters,
thew., etc Accurete. prompt.
$2 25 dbi space per parr Saratoga arm. call Joon 01 7415840

turnaround 248-5825

Former English major, highly de
pendeble Willow Glen Area, easy
Cali Mrs
Morton
to locale
(Marsha) from 6AM-8PM et 266-

92141274

before 10pm.

EXCELLENT TYPING SERVICE Term
papers. these., resumes. dissertations. etc tor etuderds end fac-

PROCESSING, 266E448 Emphasis on correct punctuation. sentence stificture, and
formatting (Turablan. APA. etc)

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Term papers research papers,
theses 9 dleserrytions (Campbell.

4370.

(roodosar rnossego

Fro* SPEL-CHEK, minor fat El
requeste1). proof, disc storage
Student faculty discounts Ou(ck

theses,

EDITING WORD

Speciallring In resumes, term dopers transcription
No lob too
small, Student discounts Near
SJSU Teachers welcome, Office
Alternatives. 294-2974

Ca

LINDA FOR

PROFESSIONAL
proceasing
Reports.
theses. dia.:Mations, group pro-

disk storage Database capability
Standard & micro cassette tornscriptron Word proc Ong on

277 2576

San

\loll CANS LAsT Nicor’s
?’41 0D, UkiciA/Aleo
Pv2As

Student Discount.
Guaranteed work Only 10 mm.
0109 from campus Words and
rnore (Parnelsi 923-7810.

lee,
Earn units
busy
your
through a unique program Call
Dept of Foreign Languages at

7117814

YAIAT Aft Meow’ air

newsletters

LEARN A LANGUAGE at your pace
Are you an independent worker
weIng maximum flexibility in

Box

Eric Kieninger

gO1JER.1 NICE
SHOT ! LET /NE DO
A PIZZA !

A BEAULIF UL PAPER every In,. Experienced professional word propapers
theses,
recessing
somas. office overflow, mailings.

2308

Sund.y brunches. lectures Tues.
day ’Lunch and Leen ’ IsraelI

but I do

reports
Eight page Minimum six month

VISIONS,

with sincere handicapped
P.. call Brian al 296

ON!
..ek

w equalizer

AARDVARKS DON T TYPE
Theses
dissertations

MILLE_ JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIA
TION" Sitabbat dinners parties

WLC 219, call 2772336
TELEMARKETING RADIO TIME PART
few
TIME We ere looking for
oulpoken people to 041.11 Erne
good
Thl position requires
voice and strong deeIn to mate
money Call Mrs Green at 377-

WAITRESS

speaker
system
5500 call 276-8234

95159

St 964-3257

nance

STEREO

nyvale on Sept 12 frrn 9-1, S5

Looking tor under -grad bus. ma)
w similar int . esp in chess milltory. Id -fl A 1001 estate 262.5409

QUICK!
EVERYONE/
PUT VOW
R 8ANS

HOW 10
GET EQUAL’

STEREO SYSTEM for sale Kermood
,eceiver 1125 watts per channell
Tpchnic cassette deck Technics
direct drive auto lornlable Bose
901 series Ill doert reflecting

CATHOLIC YNG ADULTS DANCE M
St Manln .590 Control Ave. Sun-

ENJOY

Sheila Neal

HA! / ’Nov,

and brochure sm AS OMot or
call (408)371-6811

If you Soothed low back pain for
more than 6 months S am 20-5S
yrs old. please call Palmer Col legs of Chiropractic -West .1 (405)

Isaac Newt

STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now, Save your teeth. eyes
and money too For InforwtIon

ROOMMATE

ONTO
, student O3
share large duplex nr Blossom
Hill 1325
1 2 otls Call Ton, at
972-8744 after 9pm

ISBo

AIMPIII7411

col, biographical topics Sluckont
discount. arallobh. For Iroo Into.
write CLO. 60034 Majors Lone,
Column.. MD 21045,

ST 998-0234
GARDEN

244-8907. ext. 401
PART & FULL TIME RETAIL HELP’ Nator
tional
Ent
preparing

era. scholars, and public officiate_
Specializing in hielorini, pont&

I.

Announcements

Help Wanted

Personals

Automotive
Travel

Housing
For Sale

Services
Lost & Found

Stereo

Typing

Computers

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS

Clualfts0 Desk Located Outside 0161209
Hours.9.00 M ID 3 301, M
Deadline Two days prior to publication

San Jose State University

Consecutive publication dates only

San Jose, California 95192

No refunds on cancelled ads
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TRY SONY FLOPP
MKS AND
SONY WILL GIVE YOUR MONEY BACK!*
*TOWARDS THE PURCHASE OF 10 SONY
HG -EX OR ESX HI-Fl VIDEOCASSETTES!

Vicito"

SON
MO -ID
eta. OM
1

525- (130ffero
Yew O..
flow Ilmo
owe era,
Gomm
emono

04)01 "

BUY A 10 PACK OF
SONY 51/4" SINGLE-SIDED
DOUBLE DENSITY DISKS
FOR $800

Irkt)ftiVit30,
SEPI.

OFFER
. .
1996

EAAOS

AND RECEIVE A STORE CHECK
DIRECT FROM SONY FOR

00
GOOD TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF
10 SONY HG-EX OR ESX HI-F1 VIDEO CASSETTES!

...111{0

SONY:
I agnap.

110.11
0.0.1..

,10.11)
Non

moo.. 1 0
1.. Omar

BUY A 10 PACK OF
SONY 51/4" DOUBLE-SIDED
DOUBLE DENSITY DISKS

19.
.

FOR $ 1000

SONY

31/2" DISK 5-PACK
SINGLE SIDED
DOUBLE DENSITY

7 45

AND RECEIVE A STORE CHECK
DIRECT FROM SONY FOR

$1

00

GOOD TOWARD THE PURCHASE OF
10 SONY HG-EX OR ESX HI-Fl VIDEO CASSETTES!

SONY

31/2" DISK 5-PACK
DOUBLE SIDED
DOUBLE DENSITY

$ 1 II 45

PER PACK

THAT’S ONLY

sal .49

PER DISK!

Sale Willed to stock on hand. Ad items subOct to prior sale.

NW

PER PACK

THAT’S ONLY

$2.29

PER DISK!

Sale ends Tuesday. September 30th

*-111911EREHOUSE
7850 Dublin Avenue
*DUBLIN
FREMONT/LP
4025 Mowry Ave.
*FREMONT/Tapir
4065 Mowry Am
5171 Mowry Avenue
*FREMONT
HAYWARD
201166 Mission Blvd.

SAN LEANDRO
290 Bayfair Mall SAN JOSE
*MENLO PARK
700 El Camino Real
Eastridge Shopping Center
1939 El Camino Real *SAN LORENZO
17750 Hesperian Blvd. *SARATOGA
*MOUNTAIN VIEW
18578 Prospect Blvd.
*LOS GATOS
15466 Los Gatos Blvd. *SAN JOSE
3127 Stevens Creek SUNNYVALE ...S63 E. El Camino Real
PALO ALTO
Stanford Shopping Center *SAN JOSE
395 So. Winchester *SUNNYVALE
1060 E. El Camino Real
*REDWOOD CITY
1939 El Camino Real *SAN JOSE
1029 Blossom Hill Road SUNNYVALE
Sunnyvale Town Center

